COSMIC CELEBRATIONS

7 Days in the Year

1.

7-10 Revelation Day

In these most critical of times the Cosmic Mother has revealed Herself to humanity.

2.

2-11 Eternal Return Day
(True Ancestor Day)

The ancestor of the ego is the True Self; the ancestor of the True Self is the Divine, while the ancestor of the Divine is the Cosmic Womb, everything being born in the selfsame Eternal Moment.

3.

21-12 Womb Worship Day

It is the Mystery of Mysteries: In the Depth of Her Bottomless Abyss matter is transformed into light.

4.

15-2 Vision of the Grail Day

Strive for Enlightenment, re-structure your life and serve others
5.
1-4 Green Man & Wise Woman Festival
We celebrate the ongoing Regeneration Power of the Cosmos: death of the old and rebirth of the new on all levels of existence.

6.
15-5 We are Cosmos Day
We are part of society; Society is part of the earth; the earth is part of the universe; the universe is part of the Eternal Light; the Eternal Light is part of Absolute Nothingness ("Cosmic Womb")

7.
21-7 Wholeness Day
Our Consciousness is inclusive: people, animals, plants, mountains, rivers, clouds

DAILY SCHEDULE
(provisionary)
Attunement to the Whole
Heaven & Earth Exercises
Teaching
---------------------
Heaven & Earth Dance
Cosmic Healing Session
Creative Expression
(Drawing/Painting/Poetry/
Singing/Theater etc.)
Ode/Gratitude/Parting

We are Cosmos